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The DRYA velocity prediction (VPP) and rating prediction (RPP) program is calculated from 
measurements of LOA, LWL, sail area (fore triangle + main triangle) and displacement. This value is 
modified with a design factor (FACT) to correct for the hull characteristics, appendages, and rig properties 
as indicated in the listing at the end. Assessing the correct design factor FACT is critical in 
calculating a proper VPP! The rating prediction (RPP) is then obtained by simply subtracting 400 from 
the VPP value. 
 
The DRYA VPP calculation was developed from the 5.5 meter measurement rule in Marchaj* and the 
MORC calculation of racing length. The DRYA VPP values vary with length, sail area and displacement 
exactly the same as other measurement rule calculations. The RPP program is especially powerful in 
determining the deltas for boats of similar vintage and design, where the FACT values are likely similar. 
The constant in the VPP equation was determined by a linear regression fit to 25 Detroit fleet PHRF 
handicaps selected for reliability. The ratings covered the range from -60 to 231. 
 
VPP(sec/nm) = FACT*6176/((0.7*loa+0.3*lwl)^0.5 * (SAD)^0.25) (units are feet and pounds) 
 
RPP(sec/nm) = VPP – 400 where SAD = ((I*J)/2+(P*E)/2)/ (displacement/64)^0.66667 (64lb is the 
weight of a cubic foot of seawater) 
 
* C. A. Marchaj, "Sailing Theory and Practice", Dodd, Mead & Co., New York, (1964) 

 
DRYA VPP PROGRAM DESIGN FACTOR (FACT) GUIDANCE 

 
As mentioned previously, establishing the correct design factor (FACT) is not only critical to the reliability 
of the RPP, but it is also the most subjective. Therefore, when either reviewing an existing boat, or rating 
a new one, the HRB should first determine the most comparable boat(s) in the fleet to the boat being 
reviewed. The following is a list of some of the most important design factors to consider when searching 
for comparable boats: 
 
Configuration: When selecting a boat(s) for a comparable FACT number, the configuration of both sail 
plans should match as closely as possible. For example, if the boat being reviewed has a fractional rig 
and a bowsprit, the boat(s) used to determine a comparable FACT number should also be a boat(s) with 
a fractional rig(s) and a bowsprit(s), or as close to the same configuration as possible. 
 
Hull Shapes: Once a boat(s) with similar sail plan configurations have been identified, the HRB should 
then consider the hull dimension ratios, such as LWL/LOA, Beam/LOA, Draft/LOA. The boat(s) selected 
for comparable FACT numbers should have as similar dimensional ratios to the boat being reviewed as 
possible. For example, if the boat under review has a LWL/LOA, Beam/LOA, and Draft/LOA ratio of .84, 
.31, and .18 respectively; then a boat with dimensional ratios of .85, .31, and .19 respectively, would be a 
reasonable comparison. 
 
Sail Area/Displacement: Once the sail plan configurations, and hull shape ratios have been considered 
in the search for a comparable FACT number, consideration should also be given to comparable Sail 
Area/Displacement ratios. For example, if the boat under review has an upwind sail area/displacement 
ratio of 19, and the comparable boat(s) have an upwind sail area/displacement ratio of 32, the HRB may 
want to loosen the configuration or hull shape criteria a bit, in order to find a boat(s) with a more 
comparable sail area/displacement ratio. 
 
Underwater Appendages: Lastly, the HRB should consider the design characteristics of the underwater 
appendages of both the boat under review, and the comparable boat(s). For example, if the boat under 
review has a modern bulb keel, and the comparable boat(s) has a traditional fin keel, a slight adjustment 
(-.01?) to the FACT number might be appropriate for the boat under review. 


